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Syria sent Thursday two identical letters to the UN Security Council and the General
Secretary about that evidence on involvement of foreign countries, including Saudi Arabia,
Qatar and Turkey, in supporting and arming the terrorist groups in Syria.
The Ministry declared that “supporting terrorism and arming the terrorists in Syria became
overt that went so far as to urge others to get involved in this track which has been clear in
the statements of oﬃcials in Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Turkey.”
“It has been clear to all that those who are behind targeting Syria are the same countries
which stress the importance of devising the appropriate international mechanisms to
combat terrorism with all possible means,” the Ministry added.
It further accused these countries of contributing to hinder dialogue and peaceful solutions
and harm the Syrian state at material and humanitarian levels.”
In parallel, the ministry said that “these statements were proved to be true for the BBC
reporter in Aleppo city who saw weapons shipments – owned by the Saudi army – diverted
to the armed terrorist groups in the city, the piece of news was broadcast by the BBC on
October 9th.”
Moreover, Syria highlighted that “the French President Francois Hollande admitted in a
statement to the French TV5Monde and France24 TV Channels on Thursday 11th October
2012 the existence of French terrorists in Syria among the ranks of the so-called “Free
Syrian Army”.”
“The Turkish government is responsible for harboring and training these terrorists on its
territories to send them to Syria across its borders,” it added.
Syria also reiterated its call for the UNSC and its relevant committees to start an immediate
investigation in the dangerous information, stressing that it will provide the data available to
the UNSC committees specialized with combating terrorism.
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